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7 spend strategies
for rapid litigation cost reduction
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, corporate law departments are in critical need of significant cost reduction
solutions and are looking for quick-win savings opportunities. Theory is taking a back seat to ACTION.
Recognizing this, Epiq started with the question … “What strategies can our clients use TODAY to sharply
reduce costs, but without losing business knowledge or reducing the quality of their services?”
To answer this question, we built a library of 35+ top spend
savings strategies drawn from discovery, information
governance, contracts, and legal operations, all of which can
decrease your costs, reduce risk, and help your corporate legal
department better position itself for future growth.
In fact, utilizing just the top seven cost savings strategies
related to discovery, you could experience an immediate
impact of 20-35% reduction in the total cost of ownership of
the discovery stage of litigation.
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Top 7 Discovery Cost Cutting Strategies
We’ve already narrowed the litigation choices to the seven most common with the biggest impact—now let our
team of experts help you evaluate which strategies could help decrease your expenses while improving your
processes and quality of service.
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If you want to generate quantifiable cost reductions on your outside counsel spend, contact your Epiq
representative or email spendsolutions@epiqglobal.com to discuss these cost cutting strategies or to schedule
a cost cutting strategy workshop.
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